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QUESTION 1

A job consist of Sequential File Stage -> Copy Stage using auto partitioning -> Sequential File stage. We need the
target Sequential File stage rows to be in the same order as the source file. Which collection algorithm should be
chosen in the target Sequential File stage? 

A. Auto 

B. Same 

C. Round robin 

D. Sorted merge 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which partitioning method requires a key? 

A. Entire 

B. Same 

C. Range 

D. Random 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

The encrypt.sh or the encrypt.bat script can be used to do which of the following? 

A. Secure sensitive personal data 

B. To set up credentials files used by the dsjob command 

C. Assisting in decoding encrypted rows of input during debugging 

D. Assisting in preparing encrypted rows of output during job execution 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is TRUE about Transformer Stage when
$APT_TRANSFORM_COMPILE_OLD_NULL_HANDLING is set? 
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A. A Modify Operator is inserted at run time before a Transformer stage to handle null values 

B. If an input column that is used in the derivation expression of an output column contains a null value, then the
resulting output column contains a null. 

C. If an input column that is used in the derivation expression of an output column contains a null value, then that row
will be dropped or, if a reject link had been defined, rejected 

D. If an input column that is used in the derivation expression of an output column contains a null value, then the
resulting output column will be calculated ignoring the Null value. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following actions are available when editing a message handler? 

A. Abort Job 

B. Demote to warning 

C. Promote to warning 

D. Promote to informational 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following will run the DataStage job in the Unix environment for the domain is1:9445, server is1 for the user
srv_etl? 

A. dsjob –domain is1:9445 –server is1 –user srv_etl –run dstage1 jTest101 

B. dsjob –domain is1:9445 –server is1 –userid srv_etl –password {iisenc}infosphere –run dstage1 jTest101 

C. dsjob –domain is1:9445 –server is1 –username srv_etl –password iisenc_infosphere –run dstage1 jTest101 

D. dsjob –domain is1:9445 –server is1 –user srv_etl –password {iisenc} QHw0Q6i1zBuHhM3HcHPQrw= = -run dstage1
jTest101 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following is an FTP Collection method? 

A. Hash 

B. Same 
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C. Random 

D. Sort Merge 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The APT_SubProcessOperator is used for what purpose? 

A. It allows you to incorporate a third-party executable into the framework 

B. It provides the capability to break predefined operators into sub processes 

C. It provides the capability to define custom operators at the sub process level 

D. It allows you to incorporate composite operators, which contain more than one operator 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

In your project there is a top level Sequencer job which has multiple sub sequencers and jobs. You have to move this
Sequencer job to a new project. How do you determine which objects have to be exported? 

A. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Export" option 

B. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Find dependencies" option 

C. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Find dependencies (deep)" option 

D. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Edit->Job Properties -> Dependencies" 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Record Count property is set to zero in Connector stage. How many rows are written out? 

A. All Rows 

B. One Row 

C. Zero Rows 

D. 2000 Rows 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

Which of the following are valid stage options for a parallel DataStage job which uses a configuration file with multiple
nodes and a File Connector as a source running in parallel mode? (Choose two.) 

A. Provide a specific file name in the file name property. 

B. In the file name property, provide a file name with a wildcard that matches the existing file names. 

C. Provide a specific file name in the file name property and select the option "Number of Readers Per Node" to be
greater than 1. 

D. Set the read method with specific file(s), set the Read From Multiple Nodes = yes, and provide the specific file in the
file property. 

E. Set the read method with a file pattern and provide a file name with a wildcard that matches the existing file names in
the file pattern property. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

Parallel job column definitions have an SQL type associated with them. Which of the following is TRUE? 

A. Use the SQL type when specifying a schema via a file 

B. The SQL type is what the parallel job data set understands 

C. Use the Parallel tab of the Edit Column Meta Data dialog box to view the SQL type 

D. The SQL type is mapped to an underlying data type that the parallel job data set understands 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD) stage statement is TRUE? 

A. Surrogate keys are used to join a dimension table to a fact table in a normalized schema database 

B. Each SCD stage processes multiple dimensions and performs lookups by using an equality matching 

C. Purpose codes are part of the table metadata that the SCD stage propagates to the dimension insert link. 

D. Actual dimensions changes are applied to the lookup table in memory and are mirrored to the dimension update link 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

You want to retain the record with the largest value in the TotalAmount column for each CustID and ProductType using
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a Remove Duplicates stage. How can this be accomplished? 

A. Hash partition on TotalAmount. Sort on CustID, ProductType and TotalAmount 

B. Hash partition on ProductType. Sort on CustID, ProductType and TotalAmount 

C. Hash partition on CustID and ProductType. Sort on CustID, ProductType and TotalAmount 

D. Hash partition on CustID, ProductType and TotalAmount. Sort on CustID, ProductType and TotalAmount 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following is TRUE when using a data set created with a 4 node config file? 

A. Data sets are operating system files 

B. Data is stored in a non-persistent form 

C. The data set control file holds all your data 

D. A Data Set stage can have 1 input link and multiple output links 

Correct Answer: B 
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